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THE 
Secret

of
our
TAN



Our history has been supporting the world of professional 
tanning for over 40 years, an heritage that Sportarredo team 
wanted to enhance and evolve with a renewed vision, where 

beauty and well-being of the skin are at the center of our 
daily work.

This vision leads us to develop solarium equipment with a 
minimal design, in full Italian style, together with our own 
MySun brand cosmetic proposals, all oriented towards a 

single result: 
a tan in full respect of the skin.

ITALIAN
DESIGN

SKIN
RESPECT





PLUS
WARRANTY
FREE

MACHINE
STOPS*

All our equipments are studied
to be solid, durable using quality
materials that allow us to offer
a 2 free warranty extension
years, in addition to the usual 1 year only
legal guarantee.

We design our equipment to make them 
durable, capable of working underneath
stress in continuous cycles, without the need
of expensive extraordinary technical 
interventions.
*given Sportarredo 2021/22 machine stoppages





STAND UP
UNIT



A COMPLETELY
CUSTOMIZABLE 
VERTICAL UNIT
Vega is available in standard models
VEGA39, VEGA45, VEGA48, VEGA LUX
OPEN51, VEGA XLe.

Standard models do not fully satisfy
your taste? Choose how to make
your own solarium, bringing it directly into
contact with your style.

Image: Vega XLe model

TECHNICAL DATA:
DIMENSIONS 135x135x233*
*LxPxA in cm. Minimum room ceiling height: 260cm.
Depth with door open: 160cm.



evident result
from the first 
sessions.

VEGA 39
LAMPS 39 x 160W
LAMP LENGTH 180cm
POWER 8 kW

VEGA lux open51
LAMPADE 51 x 160W
LAMP LENGTH 180cm
POWER 9,4 kW

VEGA 45
LAMPS 45 x 160W
LUNGHEZZA LAMPADE 180cm
POWER 9 kW

VEGA XLe
LAMPS 48 x 180W
LAMP LENGTH 190cm
POWER 8,3 kW

VEGA 48
LAMPS 48 x 160W
LAMP LENGTH 180cm
POWER 9,3 kW

VEGA eco
LAMPS 45 x 120W
LAMP LENGTH 190cm
POWER 5 kW

standard models available

Compact size and 
guaranteed tanning result.

Image: configuration with UV + RedLight lamps

Low PRESSURE
TECHNOLOGY



lamps
Customize the number, type and power of the lamps*: 

NUMBER: choose from 39, 45, 48 or 51 high quality 
Kalfasun tubes.

POWER: from 80 to 180W, based on the powers 
available for the chosen lamp model.

TECHNOLOGY: UV, UV+RedLight, Collagene RedLight, 
NEW! COLORTANGreen, NEW! COLORTANYellow.
*vedi sezione “catalogo lampade”

ELECTRONIC 
MANAGEMENT AND 
ENERGY SAVING
Electronic ballasts enhance and maintain the 
performance of the lamps for longer time, as well 
as guaranteeing energy savings.

control system
Traditional electronics or Touch electronics.

color
We combine technological solutions with a 
stylistic choice with a clean character, for 
the simplicity of the lines and the chromatic 
strength of almost absolute white, but you can 
choose to customize your solarium with the 
color you prefer, in the plastics and finishes.

PERSONALIZED LOGO OF 
YOUR AESTHETIC STUDIO / 
TANNING SALON

your 
choice



basic model

optional

colors

Remote
Control

Skin Type

Full 
electronic

Touch
control

 Chip card
reader

Electronic 
Control

Audio
system

SCEGLI 
TU

Bluetooth

Image: VEGA LUX OPEN 51 model



The combination of the new 120W high 
performance but low consumption 
KALFASUN COLORTAN lamps and the 
FULL ELECTRIC system allows a saving 
up to 70% in consumption, compared to a 
solarium model with a traditional ballasts 
system and lamps with higher power up 
to 200W, without any compromise for your 
tanning!

Lamps
45x120W Kalfasun® ColorTan Green

technical data
POWER 5 kW
DIMENSIONS 135x135x233*
*LxPxA minimum room ceiling height: 270cm.
Depth with door open: 160cm.

nEW 2022

ENERGY 
SAVING
UP TO

70%



Wireless
Charger

Audio Bluetooth
system

Full 
electronic

Skyn type

Touch
control

Chip card 
reader

Satisfying and lasting tan,
with the NEW COLORTAN GREEN
LAMPS: UV emissions combined with the
beneficial effects of green colored light,
with energizing effect for body and soul.

The electronic ballasts combined with the 
new 7” touch control allow the management 
of energy savingswith maximum 
performance,extending the lifetime of the 
lamps andat the same time optimizing the 
power consumption.

NEW GREEN LIGHT 
TANNING LAMPS
WITH 
ENERGIZING EFFECT

new full. electronic
control

Low PRESSURE
TECHNOLOGY



Low PRESSURE
TECHNOLOGY

Lamps
10 Kalfa-BIO® 25W
32 Kalfa-BIO® 160W
32 Kalfasun® 160W

easy fit
A tilting platform that stimulates and enhances blood circulation, promotes 
cell oxygenation and tones the body.

Sportarredo goes beyond the concept of tanning solarium, proposing a 
unique revolutionary equipment with 4 rotating columns that allows the 
choice of the type of session desired, with just one click.

rotating
columns
for 5 different results 

technical data
POWER 6,5 kW
DIMENSIONS 137x137x247*
*LxPxA minimum room ceiling height:

4



Chip card
reader

Face-body
selector

Remote
control

Red Light
technology

Electronic
control

for a tailor-made well-being5 DIFFERENT PROGRAMS
in just one SOLARIUM

RED LIGHT-UV
More intense tan, with the combination of UV rays after the session with 
RED LIGHT technology.

UV-RED LIGHT
After the UV rays session, RED LIGHT technology
promotes skin elasticity and counteracts the photo-aging.

UV ONLY
For pure tanning lovers.

red light only
For those looking for an anti-aging treatment.

free session
The customer will decide freely when and
which treatment to use..

1

2

3

4

5

Audio
system



Our patented technology, Beauty
Soft Tan, take advantage of the benefits 

of RED LIGHT combined with UV rays, 
obtaining the maximum tanning result 

together with the stimulation of collagen,
which promotes hydration and brightness

of the skin.

NEW PATENT >

technical data
POWER 20 kW

DIMENSIONS 160x150x249*
*LxPxA minimum room ceiling height: 270cm

LamPS
5 Kalfasun® Red 1500W

23 Kalfasun® Red 600W



An open high pressure stand-up 
with 4 columns, the result of an advanced
optical study, to ensure a
perfectly diffused irradiation
all over the body.

Remote 
control

Audio Bluetooth
system

Face/body 
selector

Touch
control

Wireless
Charger

Chip card 
reader

A MORE 
EFFECTIVE
AND COMFORTABLE 
TAN: NATURAL 
AND PERFECT

HIGH PRESSURE
TECHNOLOGY



Lamps:
5 Kalfasun® 1500W

23 Kalfasun® 600W

technical data:
POWER 20 kW

DIMENSIONS 160x150x249*
*LxPxA in cm. minimum room ceiling height: 270cm

open four columns stand-up design, the 
result of the advanced study of optics to 

ensure a perfectly diffused UV irradiation on
the whole body.

immediate 
tan



through the Kalfalux patented reflectors.

optimization 
of the rays 
emission

choosing the time based on your 
phototype and with the flexibility to choose 
between full lamp immersion or just a pure 
facial tanning.

to tan, without constraints, even for 
customers who don’t like tight spaces.

Remote 
control

Audio Bluetooth
system

Face/body 
selector

Electronic
control

Chip card 
reader

customization of the 
tanning session

comfortably booth 
space

HIGH PRESSURE
TECHNOLOGY





LAY DOWN
UNIT



With LP3, the session becomes an experience 
that involves all the senses: ergonomic acrylic, 
aromatherapy, adjustment of the power of the face 
lamps, quality audio system. Choose the LP3 model 
that best suits your needs!

ELEGANT DESIGN AND 
INCOMPARABLE TANNING 
PERFORMANCE

IF+

low pressure
+ intensive face
TECHNOLOGY



lp3 110

lamps
FACE
4 Kalfasun® 600W
CANOPY
24 Kalfasun® 160W
BASE
18 Kalfasun® 160W

technical data:
POWER 10,5 kW
DIMENSIONS 232x147x183*
*LxPxA in cm. 

A SOLARIUM
LEVEL OF EXCELLENCE
42 Kalfasun 160W lamps and 4 Kalfasun 600W face bulbs.
Control board and integrated radio with connection for
mp3 players and the adjustable ventilation for an 
absolute comfort.

Low pressure + 
Intensive face

Neck
Tanned

Ergonomic
acrylic

Face/body 
selector

Audio
System

Electronic 
Conrol

Chip Card
Reader

Skyn
type

COLORs



lp3 140

EFFECTIVE DESIGN AND 
PERFORMANCE

With its 48 low pressure Kalfasun lamps, the tanning 
result is guaranteed. Effectiveness on the face is 
ensured by the 4 high pressure intensives. In addition, 
adjustment of the power of the face lamps, aromatherapy, 
ergonomic acrylic and the adjustable ventilation for an 
absolute comfort. With this bed, the session becomes an 
experience that involves all the senses.



Low pressure + 
Intensive face

Neck
Tanned

Ergonomic
acrylic

Remote
Control

Face/body 
selector

Audio
System

Power
Control

Aromatherapy Electronic 
Conrol

Lettore 
chip card

Skyn
type

COLORs

lamps
FACE
2 Kalfasun® 600W
2 Kalfasun® 1500W
CANOPY
28 Kalfasun® 160W
BASE
20 Kalfasun® 160W

technical data:
POWER 13,2 kW
DIMENSIONS 232x147x183*
*LxPxA in cm. 



38 Kalfasun low pressure lamps, 20 x 160W on 
the top and 18 x 100W in the base and 3 intensive 
600W high pressure lamps for the face, a clever 
tanning at the highest levels combined to reduced 
consumption (7 kW only) and low operating costs.

PERFORMANCE 
AND EFFECTIVENESS
COMBINED WITH 
LOW CONSUMPTION

CANOPY
3x600W Kalfasun® Red
20x160W Kalfasun® ColorTan Yellow
BASE
18x100W Kalfasun® ColorTan Yellow

lamps

technical data
POWER 7,5 kW
DIMENSIONS 220x123x157*
*LxPxA in cm. 



Satisfying and lasting tan,
with the NEW COLORTAN YELLOW
LAMPS: UV emissions combined with the 
beneficial effects of yellow 
colored light, with a relaxing effect for body 
and soul.

IF+
low pressure + 
intensive face
TECHNOLOGY

NEW yellow LIGHT 
TANNING LAMPS
WITH 
relaxing EFFECT

Low pressure + 
Intensive face

Remote
control

Audio
system

Face-body
selector

Electronic
control

Chip card
reader



this model stands out for its robust and ergonomic 
construction. The 32 low pressure 100W Kalfasun 
lamps, low consumption levels and compact 
dimensions are a perfect synthesis of 
quality and 
cost-effectiveness.

Reduced consumption 
and dimensions. 



Low pressure + 
Intensive face

Remote
control

Remote
control

Audio
system

Electronic
control

Electronic
control

Chip card
reader Chip card

reader
OFF
viso

Skyn
type

Skyn
type

IF+

models available

OPTIONAL

LP1 32

lamps
CANOPY
16 Kalfasun® 160W
BASE
16 Kalfasun® 160W

LP1 45

lamps
FACE
2 Kalfasun® 600W
CANOPY
16 Kalfasun®  160W
BASE
16 Kalfasun® 160W

technical data:
POTWER 3,6 kW
DIMENSIONS 223x112x145*
*LxPxA in cm. 

technical data:
POWER 4,8 kW
DIMENSIONS 223x112x145*
*LxPxA in cm. 

low pressure + 
intensive face (optional)
TECHNOLOGY



5 columns with an incredible tanning 
power distributed to tan the whole body 
in a matter of minutes!

360°
TANNING



FACE
3 Kalfasun® 1500W
CANOPY
4 Kalfasun® 1500W
11 Kalfasun® 600W
BASE
12 Kalfasun® 600W

lamps

technical data
POWER 24 kW
DIMENSIONS 220x170x200*
*LxPxA in cm. 

COMFORT 
INSURED
The ergonomic acrylic, powerful 
ventilation all over the body, high quality 
audio system with radio/MP3 reader.

HIGH PRESSURE
TECHNOLOGY



We combine technological solutions with 
character and a clean stylistic choice, simplicity 

of the lines and chromatic strength of 
almost absolute white color, but you can choose to 

customize your solarium with colors and the application of the
logo of your beauty center.

CUSTOMIZED
COLOR AND LOGO



make
unique
your

solarium



is a registered trademark
SPORTARREDO GROUP S.C.

Via dell’Industria, 7 - 30020 Gruaro (VE) Italy
Tel. 0421 767676 - info@sportarredo.it

www.sportarredo.com






